
(3 Phasse/200V) (1 Phasse/100V) (1 Phasse/100V) (Foot Pedal)

Read this manual carefully and understand completely before operating Lift Table. Keep filing this manual
for future reference. If this copy is lost, please contact your local supplier for a replacement.

 DO NOT overload lift table.

 SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY or  that could result in SEVERE 

 DEATH could result.  mechanism is securely blocked.  PERSONAL INJURY.

 SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY  of table.

 could result.

 DO NOT double stack lift table.  DO NOT modify the lift table.  DO NOT put hand near Scissor

 SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY

 conveyor which could result in  could result.

 overturning lift table. SEVERE

 PERSONAL INJURY could result

 mechanism or other moving parts

 expand table size, or install big size

 unbalanced load and may cause

 NEVER sit, stand or ride on table  NEVER go under raised lift table

 until load is removed and scissor

 KEEP FEET CLEAR of under table

 ALWAYS stay within designated

 capacity and put load in center 

 DO NOT install large steel plate to

In this manual,  「Warning」, 「Caution」 are defined and specified as below.  Notice of Warnings 
are very important for safe operations.  As these are very  Important to protect operators from accidents 
resulting in  personal injury and death, and damage to property, so make sure to read thoroughly and 
understand fully before operation.

Warning Incorrect operation may result in serious injury or death of the operator.  

Caution Incorrect operation may result in injury and damage to the property.               
The occurence of the danger is lower than "Warning" articles.

Explanation of Terms and Symbols







If it is necessary to go under the raised Lift plaform for repair or servicing the Lift,  make sure to 
remove the load off the lift table, and the scissor mechanism is securely blocked in the open 
position. 

If dirt or obstacles etc. at driving portions are built up (piled up) and obstructing the driving of 
the rollers, damage to the Lift unit could result.

Never put hands or feet in or near scissor mechanism and all moving part of the Lift.  SEVERE 
PERSONAL INJURY could result. 

・ Platform is supported by hydraulic and lowers slightly (drift) as natural lowering.
・ DO NOT continue to operate the pump if a squealing noise is heard coming from pump.



Never put hands or feet under the platform when raising or lowering the Lift.  
SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result. 

・If "Up" button and "Down" button are pressed at same time,  first pressed takes priority.
・If "Up" and "Down" Foot Switch are deressed at same time, "Up" pedal switch takes priority.

・ DO NOT overload the lift table. Always stay within the designated capacity ratings.
・ DO NOT concentrate the load at one point on the pallet or platform. Always uniformly   

distribute each layer of load over the supporting surface. 
・ DO NOT use the lift table with an unstable, unbalanced or loosely stacked load.
・ DO NOT modify lift table such as enlarging platform, installing big size conveyor etc.

⇒ Overturn of lift table and SEVERE PERSONAL INJURY could result.



Ⓐ

Ⓑ

If it is necessary to go under the raised Lift platform for inspection or servicing the Lift,  make sure to 
remove the load and the scissor mechanism is securely blocked in the open position. 



● Lowering Speed is already adjusted and set at factory with specified load.  It is not recommended to       
change the lowering speed faster which could be danger.

● Changing lowering speed without load could result in faster speed when loaded and could be danger.
● DO NOT adjust Relief Valve for safe use.  If nut is loosened, oil could be leaking.
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